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The power of connected healthcare:
It is now time for us to take Altron HealthTech, the new combined entity, to the next level.
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ANDREW BROWN, OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE

This is the first combined newsletter for Altron HealthTech (AHT), a division of Altron. Altron HealthTech comprises 

the merged entities of MedeMass, MediSwitch and MedeServe. To this end, we have been working very hard over 

the past two years to merge certain key back-end functions of the underlying divisions. It is now time for us to take 

Altron HealthTech, the new combined entity, to the next level.

This is also my first newsletter as head of Altron HealthTech. Gideon Brits retired after over 22 years of service 

to MedeMass and Altron HealthTech. I have big shoes to fill but am determined to build on the legacy that he 

built to cement AHT as the preferred digital healthcare solutions leader in Southern Africa. This means we have 

some work to do. As I am writing this, we are finalising a streamlining of our organisational structures to become 

more customer and solutions focused. We are embarking on an internal systems replacement project with the 

express aim of installing a modern cloud-based customer engagement platform. This will enable better internal 

workflows and much-improved customer service. We are also revamping and aligning our product and solutions 

development processes to ensure we are better aligned with the needs and pains of the practices that we serve.

During the lockdown, Altron HealthTech was able to continue operating and supporting our practices, even though 

we had closed down all of our offices during the hard lockdown and have yet to open them all again. Over 90% of 

our staff continue to support, develop, test, communicate, create and administer, even as they work from home. 

We have been able to achieve this because of the strides we have made over the past two years to move our core 

systems into the cloud and make them accessible from anywhere.

In a similar vein, we have launched a telemedicine solution that integrates online bookings into our Elixir Live and 

ME+ practice management solutions, that enables a completely virtual engagement between the patient and the 

doctor. In short, removing geography or location as an impediment to service delivery.

Similarly, our training department is now training new and existing customers using virtual training tools and video 

conferencing. The pandemic has forced us all to change our way of work and it is heartening to see just how well 

practices have responded to this new reality and adopted virtual training. The world has indeed changed. 

The pandemic has been particularly tough on private healthcare practices from a financial perspective. A few 

articles in this newsletter speak to improved practice efficiency and alternative payment methods for patients,  

to provide you with ideas on how to better manage cash flows and present patients with an alternative.

Till next time. 

Andrew

“THIS MEANS WE HAVE  
SOME WORK TO DO.”THE POWER OF CONNECTED 

HEALTHCARE
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LULAMA NTUTA

ITUMELENG MLAMBO

“NO ONE IS YOU  
AND THAT IS YOUR 
GREATEST POWER.”

MEET YOUR 
ACCOUNT MANAGERS

Our Account Managers remain at the forefront, 

as the face of the brand. Men and women who 

go all out to ensure that your business needs 

are met. When the lockdown was still at the 

severest levels, they came up with innovative 

ways to ensure they are available to assist our 

customers whenever they needed them.

In this copy we introduce Lulama Ntuta and 

Itumeleng Mlambo.

Lulama lives by the words, “No one is you and 

that is your greatest power.”

She is experienced in the IT industry with 

success in creating and maintaining 

relationships with potential and existing clients. 

If you are in Pretoria Central or West, Mabopane, 

Soshanguve, Mamelodi, Atteridgeville, or 

Waterkloof, Lulama will be glad to be of 

assistance to you. Feel free to contact her  

at lulama.ntuta@altron.com.

For Itumeleng, the sky is no longer the limit  

but a milestone to achieve.

Itumeleng is very dedicated and passionate 

about his work as an Account Manager in the 

healthcare industry.

He has been in healthcare for over 14 years 

now and enjoys working with clients to reach 

solutions that improve the way they do business.

Itumeleng assists clients in the Gauteng 

South region, Soweto, greater Alberton area, 

Houghton, Killarney, Ridgeway, Melrose, 

Mulbarton, and surrounding areas.

You can contact Itumeleng at  

itumeleng.mlambo@altron.com to assist you.
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MAKE IT EASY FOR YOUR PATIENTS  
TO PAY FOR THEIR HEALTHCARE

Connect with your patients
Connect with your patients when it 

comes to their healthcare bills. Don’t  

let a bad “patient payment” experience 

lessen the value you add to their 

healthcare. 

Eliminate paper — completely
Embrace the shift to eliminate paper 

statements and consider your patients 

– most of whom are used to receiving 

electronic bills and paying for these 

digitally.

Embrace alternate payment options
Embrace new and revolutionary payment methods like the Netcare Plus Voucher and mediBucks 

“use-as-you-need” medical savings account methods. Ignoring these new and innovative 

payment methods for healthcare services could negatively impact your practice.

Assist patients to claim back  
from schemes 

Go the extra mile and assist patients to 

claim back their upfront payments from 

medical schemes.

Provide for mobile payments 
As smartphones dominate most 

aspects of life, provide your patients 

with the convenience of being able to 

make mobile payments to settle their 

healthcare bills online. 

When it comes to collecting payments for “out-of-pocket” medical expenses, most practices still rely on using 

outdated tools. It may seem efficient to print and email statements or SMS reminders for short-paid claims. Yet, 

if some thought is given to the actual “patient payment” experience, the impact of using this technology is lost.

While practitioners find it easy to connect with their patients while consulting, the same level of interaction is 

rarely seen in regards to billing. As healthcare costs are mostly regarded as “grudge purchases”, every effort 

should be made to ensure that making payment for these is not seen as a “grudge process” too.

Despite the fast-tracking of medical scheme payments, claim-payment cycles remain a concern for practices, 

with the emphasis now being on recuperating patient payments. Leveraging ‘on-the-go’ payment tools to make it 

easy for “patients to pay” is, therefore, vital to ensure that claims are paid, and patients retained. This will not only 

empower your patients to settle their bills without fuss - but it will also empower your practice.

WHY DO PATIENTS NEGLECT TO PAY?
While the obvious answer – patients want to avoid healthcare costs – may be true for some, the underlying reason 

is often that patients don’t “find the time” to pay, considering the manual processes linked to settling healthcare 

bills. Although most patients want to pay their healthcare bills, as the gap between “receiving a bill” and “finding 

the time to pay” widens, the motivation to make the payment declines – resulting in unnecessary delays in debt 

collection for the practice.

An increasing trend is the hard reality that certain patients would even consider changing healthcare practices 

for a better ‘healthcare payment’ experience.

HOW TO TRANSFORM YOUR PATIENT PAYMENT EXPERIENCE?

Ultimately, the financial risk to medical practices can be reduced when you, as the healthcare provider, adapts to 

your patients’ needs. Listen, follow trends and make it easy for them to pay and access the healthcare they need.

Sandy Miller - Product Manager Switch
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GP CONSULT

AVAILABLE WITH

PAY WITH

CASH 
eBUCKS

BANK CARD

GP CONSULT
+MEDS

MEDISWITCH INTEGRATION 
WITH NETCARE VOUCHER 
PLUS 
The Netcare Plus General Practitioner Vouchers have 

been developed by Netcare to help participating 

GPs increase access to new markets and improve 

retention of existing patients. To facilitate this, 

Netcare has formed a strategic partnership with First 

National Bank (FNB) to market General Practitioner 

consultations and General Practitioner consultations 

with acute medication vouchers to their client bases, 

giving participating practitioners access to more 

than 8 million people.

These vouchers will be available on the FNB App.

There are two vouchers that can be purchased. One is 

for a General Practitioner consultation only (R300) and 

the other is for a General Practitioner consultation 

plus acute medication (R380.00).

HOW DO I BECOME A NETCARE PLUS PARTNER?
Send an e-mail to provider.loading@netcare.co.za and a 

provider relationship manager will be in contact with you 

to take you through the registration process.

THE 3-STEP CLAIMING PROCESS EXPLAINED
The following data capturing rules apply:

√  The Membership number for all Netcare Plus   

 Voucher claims is: 1000001

√  The Destination code for Netcare Plus Voucher   

 claims is: NVPL0001
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1. VALIDATING A NETCARE PLUS VOUCHER
Vouchers must be verified via the MediSwitch Benefit Check option on the website:

Step 1: Access and login to the MediSwitch WEBDesk https://webdesk.mediswitch.co.za/

Step 2: Select Netcare Plus Voucher under the Benefits Online tab and click next.

Step 3: Capture the details and click submit.

Step 4: The system will return a Success or Failed response.

2. SUBMITTING A NETCARE PLUS CLAIM
Netcare Plus Voucher claims are submitted using the standard SwitchOn claim 

submission process with the Voucher Number populated in the pre-authorisation  

field. 

3. RECONCILING THE NETCARE PLUS PAYMENT 
Remittance advices for Netcare Plus claims will be returned, uploaded and  

reconciled using the standard SwitchOn eRA auto-recon process. 

THE FOLLOWING TARIFF CODES APPLY:

Dispensing GP

Tariff Code – 0190 @ R380

Tariff Code – 0191 @ R380

Tariff Code – 0192 @ R380

Non-Dispensing GP

Tariff Code – 0190 @ R300

Tariff Code – 0191 @ R300

Tariff Code – 0192 @ R300

Tele-Medicine

Tariff Code  - 0130 (Tele-consultation) @ R260

Tariff Code  - 0132 (Writing of repeat script) @R0

Tariff Code  - 0133 (Writing of a special motivation) @R0

The Netcare Acute Medicines Formulary 

applies to dispensed Medicines.

Should you require any further information, please ask your account manager, or give us a call on  010 449 1000.
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We at Altron HealthTech understand that times are tough, and the medical industry has changed since we were 

hit with the COVID-19 pandemic.  The positive impact on the industry is that we have all had to think outside the 

box and make changes to incorporate or start incorporating more technology into our businesses.

We have realised that artificial intelligence, telemedicine and virtual interaction are hot topics and are here to 

stay.  But what about the human element, what about your practice efficiencies and what about the patient 

journey and experience?

It is safe to say that all businesses need to reflect from time to time and identify their weaknesses.

Now is the time to proactively change or tweak shortfalls and ensure sustainability through practice efficiencies.

We recently published a blog article detailing a few important basic processes to improve your debtors days and 

how to do a dipstick test to establish if your practice is being efficient with regards to recovering your money.

The rule of thumb is that your debtors days should not be more than between 15 and 20 days. 

For the Altron HealthTech private practitioner, we have an arsenal of tools, services and add-on products that will 

aid you in taking your practice into the future, such as telemedicine and our electronic health record software. 

We also encourage the use of well thought through workflows and increasing staff knowledge. The power is in 

your hands – improve your efficiencies, improve your patient journey and ultimately the health of our nation. 

For information and access to our service offerings please contact HealthTech.Sales@altron.com 

THE POWER OF CONNECTED HEALTHCARE

TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR PRACTICE EFFICIENCY

WORKING OUT DEBTORS DAYS

Age analysis total R74 350

Turnover for the month R137 850

Divide age analysis by turnover 0.54

Debtors days (multiply the above by 30 days) 16

Debtors days are merely one measurement of an 

efficient practice management. There are various 

factors that come into play in increasing efficiencies 

and reducing costs. We have plotted out some of the 

key influencers in practice efficiency. Look, reflect 

and decide what it is you need to work on.

“DID YOU KNOW...
studies have shown that manual systems can take up to two thirds of nursing staff time? By 
implementing technology, it is proven that productivity increases by ten percent and the number 
of patients seen is increased by the same. Just by changing workflows and introducing technology, 
overhead revenue can be reduced from 60 percent to 35 percent.” 

[1] Moore, L.G. &  Wasson, H. 2007. The ideal medical practice model. Family Medical Practice,  September: 20-24.

PRACTICE
EFFICIENCY

Claiming methods

Daily workflow

Staff education and skills

Practice control processes

Practice management

software (IT system)

Electronic health records

Practioner - Attitude to change  
i.e implementing technology



EFFECTIVELY USING TELEMEDICINE IN YOUR PRACTICE
Telemedicine has been around for a long time. In 1948, the first radiological image was sent via telephone. This was 

followed by many other forms of telemedicine but the birth of the internet in the 1990s laid the foundation for what 

is available today. South Africa has been slow on the telemedicine uptake, largely due to the reluctance of the 

HPCSA to allow practitioners to use it. The arrival of COVID-19, however, changed the game, and on 26 March 2020, 

the HPCSA issued guidelines that allow local practitioners to use telemedicine for the duration of the pandemic. An 

important caveat to this permission is that telemedicine is only permissible where there is an already established 

patient-practice relationship; it can therefore not be used to treat new patients.

So, the technology is now available but how does a doctor use it effectively?

GUIDELINES FOR USING TELEMEDICINE TOOLS

1. Patient booking  
an appointment

4. Outcome of consultation

2. Scheduling and classifying the 
appointment in the practice diary

5. Payment for services

3. Consultation

6. Follow up, if necessary

Medical practices need to define the workflow to use telemedicine as part of the patient journey.  

A typical patient journey includes the following steps:
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3. Consultation: The medical practitioner will access the virtual consultation from 

the link in the appointment diary. It is important to identify the patient. By having an 

existing relationship with the patient, identifying the patient is easy. Telemedicine has 

its limitations in that the medical practitioner must rely solely on the subjective finding 

as relayed by the patient. On the other hand, reviewing patients with chronic conditions 

using telemedicine is easier where the patient can share data that they collect at home 

(such as glucometer & blood pressure readings for diabetics).

4. Outcome and follow up: The outcome of the consultation can be issuing a script or 

creating a referral to a specialist. Clinical notes should be kept in line with good medical 

practice and classified as a virtual consultation. Ideally, the practitioner should be 

using an EHR to capture notes associated with the consultation and generate a script 

or letter automatically and send these electronically to the pharmacy or specialist. The 

practitioner may request a follow-up consultation. This can be done by the practice on 

behalf of the patient or the patient can book using the online booking platform.

5. Payment for services: If the patient has funds, the practice can switch the claim 

through to the funder. If it is a cash patient, the practice can send the details of the 

consultation by email and request payment to be made by using the practice payment 

methods.

With increasing numbers of virtual consultations, medical practices need to choose solutions that have 

workflow to support telemedicine.

2. Scheduling: If the appointment is made using the online booking facility, the practice 

frontline staff will be alerted every time a new appointment is requested by patients.  

This allows your staff to have control over the diary, and appointments can either 

be accepted or rejected (and offered an alternative time). The diary will reflect that 

appointment as a “virtual consultation”. The patient will receive an SMS confirming the 

date, time, and instructions on how to access the virtual consultation. This includes 

a link to the platform. The practice should call patients and confirm the virtual 

consultation and briefly describe the process to the patient. Ask the patient to connect 

to the platform a few minutes before the starting time of the consultation (this can also 

be done by sending the patient an explanatory email). This will alleviate any problems 

and will save time for the medical practitioner. If the patient belongs to a medical 

scheme, benefit checks can be conducted to review the availability of funds for the 

consultation. If the patient pays cash, an email or SMS can be sent to the patient 

providing them with information on how to make payment.

LET US LOOK AT THESE IN DETAIL

1. Patient Booking: Patients must be able to make an appointment via a telephone call or 

using an online platform. The appointment needs to be classified as a virtual consultation. 

This is important for billing purposes. Altron HealthTech has an online booking facility 

and your patients can book an appointment by using this website www.recomed.co.za. 
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Customer Care:

BECOMING YOUR TRUSTED BUSINESS ADVISORS
For any business, the customer is the biggest asset. To keep up with the times, we have adjusted our focus on how 

we do business with our customers. We believe that having a relationship with you is far more important than 

having a fleet of sales staff doing business. One of the values of Altron HealthTech is that we are passionate about 

customers, partners, employees and communities. 

For this reason, we place a high value on our account managers whose sole purpose is to keep our customers 

informed and ensuring their needs are catered for. 

We have several account managers that have an allocated portfolio of customers. The account managers  

are responsible for attending to enquiries and ensuring all the customer expectations are met. Additionally,  

the account managers’ focus is to foster a trusted relationship to ensure that we deliver on Altron’s overarching 

brand promise to be ‘there when it matters’. 

The account managers also engage with our customers and offer assistance on the following:

• Facilitate webinars with product information

• Refresher training courses

• Information sessions on new functionality in the product with new releases

• Keeping the client informed on new product offerings that may enhance the running of the practice

Feel free to get in touch with your account manager concerning the above, alternatively send an email to 

HealthTech.Info@altron.com and we will get in touch with you.
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AI AND THE RISE OF VALUE-BASED HEALTHCARE
Two years ago, the 158-year-old insurance company 

John Hancock raised eyebrows when it announced it 

would only sell interactive policies – where data from 

the insured party is used to influence their policy. In 

this case, it uses data from fitness trackers, a trend 

that has also developed among some local market 

players. You’d likely also know of other examples, such 

as vehicle trackers that help reward policyholders for 

driving well or infrequently. 

 

 

 

Insurers are switching to interactive policies because 

these enable them to provide better-personalised 

service and manage risks at a more granular level.  

And it may be the key to unlocking much more 

affordable healthcare, says Paul Saunders, Product 

Manager for Data Analytics at Altron HealthTech.

“We all know that healthcare is broken. There’s a 

huge amount of waste, and medical inflation is just 

exorbitant – it constantly outpaces real inflation by a 

significant margin. This is mainly because the current 

system is built on a fee-for-service model. 

The more you serve, the more you get paid. That’s been 

the paradigm in healthcare for the past 40 years, but 

it’s led to massive waste and price increases. There’s 

this realisation in the healthcare industry that things 

need to change.”

That change leans towards value-based healthcare, 

which is based on patient outcomes and not on the 

number of services delivered. It includes preventative 

therapies and actively using patient data to make the 

right long-term decisions.

AI’S ALCHEMY
Artificial intelligence helps make value-based 

healthcare possible by developing our understanding 

of data. Its many incarnations are finding different 

roles to play in the analytically intensive world of 

health services, Saunders explains.

“AI describes the capability of a computer to perform 

tasks that we usually associate with intelligence in a 

human being. That would cover everything from your 

typical rule-based systems all the way through to the 

later advancements in machine learning and deep 

learning, and there are examples of most types of AI in 

healthcare.”

“WE ALL KNOW THAT 
HEALTHCARE IS BROKEN”
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“AI DESCRIBES THE  
CAPABILITY OF A COMPUTER 
TO PERFORM TASKS THAT WE 
USUALLY ASSOCIATE WITH  
INTELLIGENCE IN A  
HUMAN BEING.”
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Healthcare was an early target for 21st century AI. 

Watson, IBM’s precursor to the current cloud-powered 

intelligence, wanted to help make medical information 

and analysis more available to doctors. But the more 

recent generation of AI has opened many more doors.

Saunders recounts six major areas where we can see 

AI invigorate healthcare. Self-care prevention and 

wellness speak to the trackers and interactive policies 

mentioned earlier. Tied to this is predictive diagnosis 

– using machine intelligence to predict if a problem 

is developing. Image analysis of X-rays or moles are 

typical examples, and this is a particularly attractive 

field for start-ups.

AI is also playing a greater role in triage, where 

practitioners must allocate and prioritise limited 

resources among many different patients, usually in 

emergency conditions. Clinical decision support is 

where AI delves into medical knowledge and answers 

a physician’s queries. The machine can read all those 

journals, so doctors don’t have to. Also saving time 

for doctors is care delivery. AI can handle specific 

healthcare enquiries directly with the patient or act as a 

virtual assistant for the medical staff, taking notes and 

dealing with administrative tasks. AI is also boosting 

chronic care by being the doctor on the patient’s 

shoulder once they leave the examination room, likely 

using the Internet of Things and smart devices.

These examples surface across the gamut of AI 

technologies, from rules-based decision engines 

to image analysis to deep learning, incorporating 

chatbots, voice interfaces and more exotic means of 

interaction. That there are so many use cases speaks 

volumes of AI’s potential in healthcare.



Communications recently received a boost through the acceptance of the FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability 

Resources) global specification. FHIR (pronounced ‘fire’) aims to standardise the sharing of healthcare information. 

At the same time, the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA) is a useful framework for managing patient 

information.

Helping healthcare practices become more digitally competent is a challenge, particularly among smaller 

companies that cannot afford the investments made by big medical players. Fortunately, scalable cloud platforms 

are driving cheaper yet more ubiquitous healthcare possibilities, and there is growing interest among healthtech 

companies to support medical SMEs as well as enterprises. Security in healthcare is seeing a similar trend.

That leaves universal healthcare records, which may be the most daunting. But Saunders sees much progress in 

this regard, especially as the market grows more comfortable with value-based healthcare. Several such solutions 

are currently pushing for attention and market share, but he anticipates that integration and normalisation will 

lead to two types of records.

“I foresee two major healthcare records. There will be a primary healthcare record governed around the GP and 

the value-healthcare team. There will also be a healthcare record that’s going to be in the hospital space and 

shared amongst the administrators as well. Between them we will have the data that will drive AI solutions.”

When healthcare insurers started changing to predictive, customer-centric policies, they began paving the way 

for a future market built on data and artificial intelligence. If the medical world can overcome its bad habits 

around patient information, it will be the start of a remarkable transformation.

Originally published on ITWeb, 04 August 2020.

IT’S IN THE DATA
All six of these areas also point to the emergence of value-

driven healthcare. They can support prevention, more 

efficient processes, and greater patient involvement. 

The practice of billing a patient for a barrage of tests, 

regardless of the outcomes, does not sit comfortably with 

these concepts.

Yet talking about the mountain is one thing. Climbing it 

quite another, and in this sense, the healthcare world 

has a steep road ahead. Critically, nothing involving AI is 

successful unless it can tap a healthy and reliable pool of 

data.

“We’ve come a long way in terms of processing power and 

sophisticated algorithms,” says Saunders. “But all of these 

things need large volumes of clean, high-quality data. 

That’s where I think one of the biggest stumbling blocks is. 

To enable this transformation through AI means solving the 

data silo challenge, but it has been notoriously hard to do 

so.”

Several barriers underscore the problem, and some trends 

are working to address them. The biggest challenges are 

the lack of universal patient records, the lack of digital 

maturity in healthcare organisations, and a shortage of 

appropriate information management or communication 

standards.
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ATTEND OUR VIRTUAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS

September ‘20  
Teams Training

October ‘20  
Teams Training

Nov & Dec ‘20  
Teams Training

30-Sep 08-Oct 03-Nov

14-Oct 12-Nov

21-Oct 18-Nov

29-Oct 25-Nov

 01-Dec

Our comprehensive training programmes help your practice staff use our products optimally. 

Training is offered virtually at reasonable cost.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST COURSE
Your medical receptionist is generally the first person that your patients will encounter at your practice. This course 

can enable your receptionist to be the best possible representation of your business.

In addition to greeting patients, a medical receptionist performs tasks that contribute to the smooth running 

of your medical practice. Because this role is such a crucial function, we understand how critical this role is to 

your business operations. That’s why we have developed a training course specifically to empower and enable 

medical receptionists. Book your virtual training for only R2000 (incl. VAT).

Full name and surname of attendee/s:

Telephone:

Cell:

Email Address:

BOOK NOW – IT’S EASY:

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT

 I am responsible

 My Company / Business / Medical Practice will be responsible

SELECT A DATE: 
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CLAIMS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS

October ‘20  
Teams Training

Nov & Dec ‘20  
Teams Training

02-Oct 02-Nov

05-Oct 09-Nov

12-Oct 11-Nov

15-Oct 19-Nov

22-Oct 24-Nov

26-Oct 30-Nov

03-Dec

DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS
To run a successful medical practice in today’s fast-paced business environment, you need claim procedures 

that are fast, effective, and accurate.

Effective 1 May 2020, we charge R350.00 (VAT incl.) per person for our virtual Claims Management workshops. 

This is to enable us to continue the delivery of training to the highest standard that adds value to your practice.

Contact us on 010 449 1000 to book a workshop in your area or simply fill in the form below and email it to  

HealthTech.Training@altron.com

Full name and surname of attendee/s:

Telephone:

Cell:

Email Address:

BOOK NOW – IT’S EASY:

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT

 I am responsible

 My Company / Business / Medical Practice will be responsible

SELECT A DATE: 
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Below are the latest activation and destination codes.

PLEASE NOTE: 
• The media used by Altron HealthTech to submit your claims to the destinations are Real-time,  

 EDI (electronic) or printed statements.

An asterisk (*) in front of a code indicates a change to an existing destination or a new destination on the list.

DESTINATION UPDATES

QEDI MEDISWITCH  
DETINATION CODE DESTINATION NAME ADMINISTRATOR NAME

027P SHAE0000 AECI MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Medscheme

036P DIAV0000 ANGLOVAAL GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

043P MSBR0000 BARLOWORLD MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

050P MSBS0000 BONITAS MEDICAL FUND Medscheme

052P CMPL0000 CAPE MEDICAL PLAN Cape Medical Plan

066P DBDB0000 DE BEERS BENEFIT SOCIETY De Beers Benefit Society

116P DIME0000 SISONKE MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

125P DHEA0000 DISCOVERY HEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

129P SSCC0000 COMPCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

142P NASE0000 OPMED Opmed (NIA)

143P MSPA0000 PARMED MEDICAL AID FUND Medscheme

154P PFPO0000 PROFMED PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

160P OPLA0001 FEDHEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

175P MSOI0000 SASOLMED MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

176P MSAG0000 SABC MEDICAL AID SCHEME Medscheme

178P SZWE0000 SIZWE MEDICAL FUND 3Sixty Health

180P DCME0003 MB MED Medscheme

201P MKWC0000 WITBANK COALFIELDS MEDICAL AID SCHEME Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

206P MSAS0000 NAMIBIA HEALTH PLAN Medscheme Namibia

228P TIGE0000 TIGER BRANDS MEDICAL SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

256P MGFM0001 MEDIHELP Medihelp

259P STGR0000 GRINTEK ELECTRONICS MEDICAL AID SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

265P MSDI0000 MEDIMED MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

266P MSAP0001 PLATINUM HEALTH Platinum Health

561P CARE0006 CARECROSS Carecross

581P TEMS0001 RHODES UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHEME (RU MED) Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

593P INPE0000 BUILDING INDUSTRIES P.E. Industrial Council P.E.

595P BSBO0000 BOMAID BOMaid Medical Aid

597P IDHA0000 HAIRDRESSING SICK BENEFIT FUND CAPE TOWN Hairdressing Sick Benefit Fund

600P MSAU0000 NAMIBIA IND MEDICAL AID Medscheme Namibia

607P RAWB0000 RAND WATER MEDICAL SCHEME Rand Water Board
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QEDI MEDISWITCH  
DETINATION CODE DESTINATION NAME ADMINISTRATOR NAME

608P REMT0000 RETAIL MEAT TRADE Retail Meat Trade

611P SAMW0001 SAMWUMED SAMWUmed

614P SPSB0000 SPES BONA Spes Bona

642P PCUR0001 PRIME CURE Prime Cure

704P CIOD0001 COMPSOL (IOD CLAIMS) IOD Claims: Compsol

818P RMAS0001 RAND MUTUAL ASSURANCE Rand Mutual Assurance

822P MHEA0007 MOMENTUM MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

875P GEMS0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS EMERALD OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

920P UHMS0001 UMVUZO HEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Umvuzo Health Medical Scheme

944P TSGM0001 TSOGO SUN GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

925P GEOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS ONYX OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

926P GROP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS RUBY OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

072P DEAC0000 SUREMED HEALTH Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

525P LHEA0001 LA HEALTH Discovery Health Administrators

162P QMAS0002 QUANTUM MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

946P RMSC0001 RETAIL MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

286P WYMO0001 WCMAS: YEBO MED OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

290P ABRO0001 AFA BROADREACH Medscheme

304P ACOR0001 AFA CORPORATE Medscheme

289P EMCC0008 EMERGING MARKET HEALTHCARE Emerging Market Healthcare

237P MHAF0001 MOMENTUM HEALTH AFRICA Momentum: HDS Medical Management

197P MSAV0000 UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU NATAL MEDICAL 
SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

362P MMSC0001 MMED OPTION OF THE NASPERS MEDICAL FUND Discovery Health Administrators

518P GMSC0001 GENESIS MEDICAL SCHEME Genesis Medical Aid

099P MSLI0000 LIBCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Liberty Health Administrators

945P LMSC0001 LONMIN MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

432P PCAR0001 PPN CARECROSS Carecross

457P PMED0018 PPN MEDIMED Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

257P RHMF0001 RENAISSANCE HEALTH MEDICAL AID FUND Prosperity Health Namibia

918P BGOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS BERYL OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

940P MHCA0001 MOTO HEALTHCARE Momentum Health Solutions

417P PAEC0001 PPN AECI Medscheme

028P YARO0001 YARONA SAPS

917P SGOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS TANZANITE ONE) Metropolitan Health Group

008P LBLU0001 LIBERTY BLUE MEDICAL SCHEME Liberty Health Administrators

406P DRCC0001 DENTAL RISK COMPANY DRC Dental Risk Company

161P MSRM0000 REMEDI MEDICAL AID SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators
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QEDI MEDISWITCH  
DETINATION CODE DESTINATION NAME ADMINISTRATOR NAME

431P UHEA0001 UNIVERSAL WORKPLACE HEALTH PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

444P HMSC0001 HORIZON MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

381P GSWA0001 UNITED GENERAL INSURANCE (SWAZILAND) GETMED Swaziland

111P MSMS0000 MEDSHIELD MEDICAL SCHEME Medshield Administrators

292P MINT0001 MSO INTERNATIONAL MSO

733P BCIM0001 BCIMA (BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUS-
TRY MEDICAL AID FUND) Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

510P MUNI0000 KEYHEALTH PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

470P FURN0001 FURNMED Eminent Wealth Consult Pty Ltd

624P NSBS0001 NUFAWSA SICK BENEFIT SOCIETY Eminent Wealth Consult Pty Ltd

016P OMNE0000 NEDGROUP MEDICAL AID SCHEME Medscheme

083P BKAL0000 FOSCHINI GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

439P IMPL0001 IMPALA MEDICAL PLAN Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

363P GARR0000 GOLDEN ARROW EMPLOYEES MEDICAL BENEFIT 
FUND Momentum Health Solutions

779P FISH0001 FISHING INDUSTRY MEDICAL SCHEME (FISHMED) Momentum Health Solutions

146P NMPS0000 PG GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

376P DEAO0000 PICK N PAY MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

202P DIWO0000 WOOLTRU HEALTHCARE FUND Momentum Health Solutions

194P TRTR0000 TRANSMED MEDICAL FUND Momentum Health Solutions

845P WCMO0001 WITBANK COALFIELDS MIDMAS OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

855P WCNO0001 WITBANK COALFIELDS NTSIKA OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

364P OMIM0000 IMPERIAL MOTUS MED Momentum Health Solutions

877P BHSB0001 BOMAID HIV SPECIAL BENEFIT FUND BOMaid Medical Aid

998P WESM0001 WESMART MEDICAL SCHEME Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

179P MSBI0000 SA BREWERIES MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

221P ICOP0003 IMPILO CARE OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

468P OPMI0001 ONEPLAN MEDICAL INSURANCE Oneplan Medical Insurance

255P MODD0001 MALCOR OPTION D Enablemed

022P SMSC0003 SEDMED MEDICAL SCHEME SEDMED Medical Scheme

215P AMAS0002 AECI MEDICAL AID SOCIETY VALUE OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

226P DOME0001 DOMESTICARE Carecross

233P UHSA0001 UMVUZO HEALTH STANDARD AND ULTRA OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

247P MHPL0002 MAMOTH HEALTH PLAN Mamoth Employee Benefits (Pty) Ltd

229P TSPN0001 TRANSMED STATE PLUS NETWORK OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

045P BEBE0000 BESTMED MEDICAL SCHEME Bestmed

276P AHEA0001 AFFINITY HEALTH Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

224P MSAM0002 ALLIANCE MIDMED MEDICAL SCHEME Private Health Administrators (Pty) Ltd

302P MCAP0002 MAKOTI COMPREHENSIVE AND PRIMARY Enablemed
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QEDI MEDISWITCH  
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454P CFIO0001 COMPENSATION FUND (IOD) Compensation Fund (IOD)

460P EMED0005 1 DOCTOR HEALTH 1 Doctor Health

472P HEAL0002 HEALTH4ME Momentum Health Solutions

037P NPAM0000 ANGLO MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

038P MSSS0000 MASSMART HEALTH PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

048P MSBW0000 BMW EMPLOYEES MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

483P DSGM0004 DEEP SOUTH GOLD MINE Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

484P AUHE0001 UNITY HEALTH Ambledown Financial services (Pty) LTD

516P EMED0006 ESSENTIAL MED Essential Med

104P NMMD0000 MALCOR MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

010P NWFH0001 NBCRFLI WELLNESS FUND HEALTH PLAN Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

474P PROT0001 PROTEKTA Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

645P RFMC0001 REGULAR FORCE MEDICAL CONTINUATION FUND 
(RFMCF) PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

188P GFHS0001 SIBANYE GOLD Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

684P HHMA0001 HERITAGE HEALTH MEDICAL AID FUND Janus Investments (Pty) Ltd

690P EGMI0001 EVANDER GOLD MINE Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

504P GETS0001 GETSAVVI Blackbird Group (Pty) Ltd

754P MEDS0003 MEDSTART MEDICAL SCHEME MedStart

771P AMIN0002 ASTERIO MEDICAL INSURANCE Asterio Medical Insurance

778P TRUC0001 TRUCARE Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

219P MHPO0001 POLMED Medscheme

042P BKAC0000 BANKMED MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

419P PPOL0001 PPN POLMED Medscheme

118P SWEL0001 SAPS WELLNESS Metropolitan Health Group

780P RHSC0001 ROSHMED HOSPITAL SCHEME Riskaid (Digidata)

181P XTRA0001 GLENCORE MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

390P AAME0002 ANGLOGOLD  ASHANTI EMPLOYEES SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

703P PIOD0001 POLMED (IOD CLAIMS) Medscheme

407P ICPS0020 IMPROVED CLINICAL PATHWAY SERVICES Improved Clinical Pathway Services

836P AAWM0001 AFRICAN AND WORLDWIDE MEDICAL ASSIS-
TANCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD Africa Assist

067P NPMS0000 NETCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

056P BKAJ0000 BP SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Momentum Health Solutions

240P MSSW0000 SWAZIMED Private Health Administrators (Pty) Ltd

018P HHSE0001 HARMONY HEALTH SERVICES Afrocentric

081P BPOM0002 BOTSWANA PUBLIC OFFICERS MED AID SCHEME 
(BPOMAS) Affiliated Fund Administrators Botswana

084P PULA0002 PULAMED Affiliated Fund Administrators Botswana

214P NHGR0001 NATIONAL HEALTH GROUP National Health Group
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254P CARE0009 CAREWORKS Careworks

837P FEMM0003 FEMA MEDICAL SCHEME FEMA

359P PLIF0001 PROSPRITY LIFE Prosperity Health Namibia

269P BKAI0000 ENGEN MEDICAL BENEFIT FUND Discovery Health Administrators

401P OMHP0001 OLD MUTUAL HEALTH PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

421P HSMS0001 HEALTH SQUARED MEDICAL SCHEME Agility

455P NOHE0001 NETCARE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH Netcare Occupational Health

079P CAAA0000 CAMAF Chartered Accountants Medical Aid Fund 
(CAMAF)

389P CFDA0001 CENTRE FOR DIABETES AND ENDOCRINOLOGY 
(CDE) Medikredit

535P MHLE0001 METROPOLITAN HEALTH LESOTHO Momentum: HDS Medical Management

542P MEDI0034 MEDIBUCKS EDCON Medibucks Administrator

543P MSAC0001 MEDIBUCKS SAVINGS ACCOUNT Medibucks Administrator

552P WTOW0001 WATCH TOWER Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

562P MSOC0001 MEDICAL SOCIETY Affinity Financial Services (Pty) Ltd

570P DTIO0001 DEBT TEC IOD Debt Tec

571P BHPL0001 BOTSOGO HEALTH PLAN Momentum: HDS Medical Management

540P MESW0003 MEDSCHEME ESWATINI MSO

626P PLPP0001 PROSPERITY LIFE PRIMARY PROTECTOR Prosperity Health Namibia

627P PLAP0002 PROSPERITY LIFE ACCIDENT PROTECTOR Prosperity Health Namibia

628P MMED0040 MIDI MEDICAL MIDI Medical Group

631P SHEM0002 SHEMHEALTH Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

632P RWPL0001 REEBOKRANT WORKERS TRUST Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

650P PEPL0002 PEPKOR EXECUTIVE PLAN OPTION (EEBS) National Health Group

418P MHEA0011 MEDICALL HEALTH Medicall Healthcare Network Providers

012P OMOL0000 OLD MUTUAL STAFF MEDICAL AID SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

683P EESS0002 EEB ESSENTIAL National Health Group

695P ECOM0004 EEB COMBINED National Health Group

700P DRUM0001 DRUMMED Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

776P EEBE0001 ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (EEBS) National Health Group

489P FAAW0001 FOOD WORKERS MEDICAL BENEFIT FUND Food Workers Medical Benefit Fund

873P ECOR0001 ESSENTIALMED CORPORATE Afrocentric

898P MEMS0004 MASSMART EMS Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

250P OMDP0000 MEDIPOS MEDICAL SCHEME Afrocentric

958P RWEL0001 SMOLLAN HEALTH REJUVE WELLNEES

*312P NVPL0001 NETCAREPLUS VOUCHER NetcarePlus Administrators

*055P OHES0001 ORACLE HEALTH ESWATINI MSO
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DEAR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
Moto Health Care Medical Scheme (Custom and Essential Benefit Options) and Wooltru Healthcare Fund (Network Option): 
Administration platform change effective 1 August 2020

Please be advised that the above scheme benefit options will be migrating to the Momentum Health Solutions (MHS) system, 
with effect from 1 August 2020. It is important to note that the membership numbers, benefits and all other contact details will 
remain the same.

We anticipate a smooth transition with some minor operational changes as indicated below:

MEMBERSHIP VERIFICATION

• The real-time patient verification function will no longer be available on the CareCross website and can be accessed via  
 the scheme navigator site at https://providerlogin.mmihealth.co.za/schemenavigator/scheme- navigator-main.html using  
 your existing login details.

• The scheme navigator site will allow you to verify membership, view your claims history and search for medical scheme  
 rates of all the schemes administered by Momentum Health Solutions. Telephonic verification can also be done via the  
 call centre on 0860 101 159.

CLAIMS SUBMISSION

• All claims regardless of the service date should be submitted to the MHS platform with effect from 1 August 2020.

• Claims submitted to the previous location will be rejected with the error message “Refer account to administrator  
 for processing”.

• Please note that we will inform the various switching partner(s) of the change in the destination code. We also encourage  
 you to engage your switching partner(s) directly. 

• Please ensure you submit claims with the full rand value in accordance to your agreement (if applicable) to prevent any  
 payment discrepancies. 

REMITTANCE ADVICE (CLAIMS STATEMENT) CHANGES

Please note the manner in which you reconcile payments might change due to the following:  

• Claims for Wooltru Healthcare Fund (Network Option) and Moto Health Care (Custom and Essential Options) will no longer  
 reflect on the CareCross remittance as a result of the platform change and will form part of the Momentum Health  
 Solutions remittance.

• Scheme benefits will still be reflected on a scheme remittance and in order for you to reconcile your payment, you will  
 therefore have to consult both the MHS and scheme remittance advice. 

• Please note the reference number on your bank statement will reflect as MOMENTUM PCR with your practice number  
 and remittance advice date.

AUTHORISATIONS

• All existing hospital and chronic authorisations will be transferred to the new system and will remain valid as per the  
 authorisation/confirmation details received.

• The Zenzele and Business to Business (B2B) functionalities used by hospitals will be available to the Wooltru Healthcare  
 Fund Network Option and B2B for the Moto Health Care Custom and Essential Options. 

• The email address for hospital authorisation for the Wooltru Healthcare Fund Network Option is  
 hrm@wooltruhealthcarefund.co.za and auths@mhcmf.co.za for the Moto Health Care Custom and Essential Options.

• There will be no changes to existing contact numbers used to obtain pre-authorisation.

THIRD PARTIES

• All third-party service delivery will remain unchanged.

Thank you for your co-operation and please do not hesitate to contact us on 0860 101 159 for further information in relation to 
the platform change. 
Kind regards | Provider Team | Momentum Health Solutions
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COMPETITION WINNERS!

OVERALL WINNER (of an iPhone 11) - Sandy Moodley
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FIRST PLACE – Cinzia Deiana SECOND PLACE – Tanya Rich THIRD PLACE – Mandy Nel
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HELP CELEBRATE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 
THROUGH COLOUR, CREATIVITY & COLLABORATION
This competition continues from the MediSwitch platform and is now open to all Altron HealthTech customers. 

“TIME TO WIN BIG!”
Enter your masterpiece into our Endless Possibilities Competition and stand a chance to win amazing prizes.

All entries will be judged, and a 1st, 2nd and 3rd prize will be drawn comprising of Woolworths gift vouchers to the 

value of R1000, R750 and R500 respectively. The grand prize winner to be announced in February 2021, will walk 

away with a new Apple iPhone X!

So take a break, enjoy colouring in and stand a chance to win big!

HOW TO ENTER?

Simply take a picture or scan your masterpiece and email it to HealthTech.Info@altron.com.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

• The judges decision is final.

• The competition is open to any Altron HealthTech customer and their employees. 

• Entry in the competition can be scanned or a cell phone captured photograph which 

 needs to be sent to  HealthTech.Info@altron.com.

• The winners of this round will be announced in the next newsletter. 

• Completed entries must reach Altron HealthTech by 25 October 2020.

• You may submit as many entries as you wish. Good luck!
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